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July 18, 2016 
 
The second quarter of 2016 was a welcome relief for investors in master limited partnerships (MLPs) and 
non-MLP U.S. royalty trusts (Energy Trusts). For the first time since the second quarter of 2014, The 
Cushing® 30 MLP Index (MLPX), The Cushing® MLP Market Cap Index (CMCI) and The Cushing® MLP 
High Income Index (MLPY) each generated positive returns in each month of a calendar quarter. The 
Cushing® Upstream Energy Income Index (CRTY), produced positive returns in two out of three months 
in the second quarter, also for the first time since the second quarter of 2014. 
 

Performance 

 
Quarter Ended 

6/30/16 
Year-To-Date 

Through 6/30/16 

The Cushing® 30 MLP Index (Total Return) (MLPX) 32.09% 20.85% 

The Cushing® MLP Market Cap Index (Total Return) (CMCI) 26.10% 14.84% 

The Cushing® MLP High Income Index (Total Return) (MLPY) 31.27% 24.16% 

The Cushing® Upstream Energy Income Index (Total Return) (CRTY) 11.81% 2.08% 

Dow Jones Equity All REIT Index (Total Return) 7.44% 14.00% 

PHLX Utility Sector Index (Total Return) 6.36% 23.80% 

S&P 500 Index (Total Return) 2.46% 3.84% 

10 Year U.S. Treasury(1) 3.02% 7.95% 
(1) 10 Year U.S. Treasury total return as represented by the Barclays Capital U.S. Treasury Bellwether Index 
See “Important Disclosures” for further details regarding each index.  It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 

 
Not only did the Indices produce positive returns during the quarter, they did so with a lower level of 
price volatility than was characteristic of the fourth quarter of 2015 and first quarter of 2016. The chart on 
the following page shows that the 30-day volatility of MLPX price level changes1, which had risen sharply 
since the second quarter of 2015 and peaked near the end of February 2016, declined back to levels just 
above those that predominated in the period from January 1, 2012 through the end of the third quarter of 
2014. Data for CMCI, MLPY and CRTY showed similar trends. The slight upward move in volatility at 
the end of the second quarter of 2016 followed the outcome of the UK referendum on EU membership 
that caused turbulence in global securities markets. 
  

                                                 
1 Defined as the annualized standard deviation of the relative daily logarithmic price change for the 30 most recent trading days’ closing price. 
Source, Bloomberg LP. 
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MLPX Price Level and 30-day Volatility of Price Level over the 5 Years Ending June 30, 2016 

 
Source: Cushing Asset Management, LP, analysis of Bloomberg LP data 

 
Low volatility levels may be generally viewed as positive by long-term investors as such markets have 
historically reflected orderly price discovery, adequate liquidity for buyers and sellers and an absence of 
macroeconomic or other exogenous shocks. Low-volatility markets may also be viewed by investors as 
reducing the risk of earning subpar returns due to inopportune investment entry and exit points. In a low-
volatility environment, the investor may be able to focus more fully on investment fundamentals – 
business models, valuation levels, growth rates, and the like – for decision-making. 
 
Crude oil markets were generally supportive of MLP and Energy Trust performance in the second 
quarter. Prices for the front-month West Texas Intermediate crude oil (WTI) futures contract rose during 
the first part of the quarter. Once WTI rose above the $45/barrel mark on April 27, 2016, it traded mostly 
in a $45-$50/barrel range throughout the balance of the quarter, only dipping below $45 for a few days at 
a time in the interim. Though still well off of the $80-$110/barrel price levels for WTI that predominated 
between 2011 and the third quarter of 2014, many investors were likely comforted by WTI price levels 
that stayed well above the mid-$20/barrel range of the first quarter of 2016. 
 
Natural gas markets also showed a degree of strength in the second quarter, with front-month Henry Hub 
natural gas futures rising steadily throughout the month to achieve a nearly-50% gain. Power generation 
demand for natural gas was high as a result of warmer-than-normal temperatures in spring and early 
summer and the continuing transition from coal to natural gas. Record export demand for propane and 
the return of ethylene steam crackers to service following maintenance likewise helped to boost prices of 
natural gas liquids (NGLs) during the quarter. 
 
Rising and stabilizing energy prices in the second quarter occurred against a backdrop of expectations that 
global hydrocarbon demand would continue to intensify as global oversupply waned. According to the 
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U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the global petroleum and other liquids supply/demand 
imbalance peaked in the fourth quarter of 2015 at approximately 2.41 million barrels/day, as shown in the 
chart below. The EIA and the International Energy Agency (IEA) both announced expected growth in 
Asian emerging economies (particularly India and China) to drive global demand as those countries 
develop their petroleum-intensive transportation sectors.2,3 The EIA projects strong demand growth and 
the decline in global production growth rates to result in a balanced crude oil supply and demand picture 
by the third quarter of 2017, though many private forecasts place expectations for a balanced market into 
late 2016 or earlier in 2017. 
 
Global Crude Oil Supply/Demand Balance, Q2 2006-Q1 2016 (actual) and Q2 2016-Q4 2017 (forecast) 

 
Note: Supply includes crude oil (including lease condensates), natural gas plant liquids, biofuels, other liquids and refinery processing gains. 
Source: Cushing Asset Management, LP, analysis of U.S. Energy Information Administration actual and forecast data. 

 
Energy investors also began considering the impact of increased extraction of ethane from natural gas 
streams for use as a distinct product, known as “ethane recovery.” Wells Fargo estimated that as much as 
826 thousand barrels/day of new ethane demand is expected to come on line through 2018, both for 
domestic use in the petrochemical industry and for export. They also noted that that level of demand 
currently exceeds the amount of ethane being rejected, that is, retained in natural gas streams for use as a 
fuel rather than as a chemical feedstock.4 Although this incremental demand is not yet in place, MLPs 
with exposure to NGL transportation and storage likely benefited during the second quarter, including 
MLPX, CMCI and MLPY constituent ONEOK Partners, L.P. (NYSE: OKS; +30.50% total return5) and its 
general partner, MLPX and CMCI constituent ONEOK, Inc. (NYSE: OKE; +61.66% total return5). 
 

                                                 
2 Short Term Energy Outlook (STEO). U.S. Energy Information Administration. June 2016. 
3 Oil Market Report. International Energy Agency. June 14, 2016. 
4 Blum, Michael, et al. “MLP Weekender:  
5 In second quarter of 2016, including reinvestment of dividends. Past performance is not indicative of future results. May not represent the actual 
total return experienced by the Indices. 
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While energy markets demonstrated strength during the second quarter, the capital markets continued to 
provide a challenging environment for MLPs. Estimates by Wells Fargo show that through the first half of 
2016, only $7.66B of debt and $9.92B6 of equity financing was raised by MLPs7, below the $27.31B of debt 
and $20.36B8 of equity issued during the corresponding period in 2015.9 Some of this drop-off in issuance 
was no doubt due to lower demand for capital by MLPs, as reductions in capital spending took effect. For 
several firms, however, reduced access to markets placed strains on balance sheets. 
 
To counteract those strains and to seek to preserve cash, some MLPs turned to cutting the amount of 
distributions to unitholders. Distribution cuts are typically viewed by company management and 
investors as a negative signal to the markets, and investors have in many cases in the past been hurt two 
ways by a cut: first, by the loss of future income from the reduced distribution stream, and second, by the 
price decline that has often accompanied a distribution cut announcement. This double hit was 
demonstrated in the case of MLPY constituent Calumet Specialty Products Partners, L.P. (NASDAQ: 
CLMT), which saw its units decline 48.39% on April 18, 2016 after it announced that it would suspend its 
distribution. At the same time, CLMT announced the issuance of net new debt that increased its leverage 
and also gave negative operating guidance. Following the initial decline, CLMT’s units lost another 7.55% 
during the remainder of the quarter. 
 
Other examples in the second quarter, however, showed that investors were willing to reward companies 
even in the face of distribution reductions if management presented an affirmative balance sheet 
improvement plan. MLPX and MLPY constituent NGL Energy Partners LP (NYSE: NGL) announced a 
39.06% cut in its distribution on April 21, 2016. At the same time, NGL announced an infusion of $200 
million through the issuance of convertible preferred units to Oaktree Capital Management, LP, and 
guided to a distributable cash flow-to-distribution ratio of 2.0x in 2017. The vote of confidence by the 
outside investor and the forecast of stability for future distributions helped lift NGL units by 14.26% on 
the day of the announcement and 24.12% the subsequent day. NGL units finished the quarter an 
additional 44.94% higher still. A similar effect was seen in the units of MLPY constituent Crestwood 
Equity Partners LP (NYSE: CEQP) which gained 42.10% on the day after announcing a 56.36% 
distribution cut paired with a cash infusion from an asset sale that management indicated would be used 
to reduce debt. 
 
The Upstream MLP subsector, however, was not immune to low energy prices and capital market distress. 
CRTY constituents Linn Energy LLC (OTC: LINEQ10) and Breitburn Energy Partners LP (OTC: 
BBEPQ11) each declared bankruptcy during the second quarter after defaulting on borrowing agreements. 
Among the remaining Upstream MLPs that had paid a distribution in the first quarter of 2016, only two, 
CRTY and MLPY constituent Black Stone Minerals, L.P. (NYSE: BSM) and CRTY constituent Sanchez 

                                                 
6 Excludes Q2 2016 at-the-market (ATM) issuances. 
7 Blum, Michael, et al. MLP Monthly: July 2016. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC. July 6, 2016. 
8 Excludes Q2 2015 at-the-market (ATM) issuances. 
9 Blum, Michael, et al. MLP Monthly: July 2015. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC. July 6, 2015. 
10 Prior to being delisted on May 24, 2016, Linn Energy, LLC, traded on the NASDAQ under the ticker “LINE”. 
11 Prior to being delisted on May 25, 2016, Breitburn Energy Partners LP traded on the NASDAQ under the ticker “BBEP”. 
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Production Partners LP (NYSE MKT: SPP) were able to raise or maintain their distribution levels during 
the second quarter. 
 
Energy market and business considerations aside, the larger investing environment remained favorable 
towards MLPs and Energy Trusts in the second quarter. Barron’s magazine cited a study by Bianco 
Research estimating that 77% of sovereign debt worldwide yielded 1% or less by the end of the second 
quarter.12 In the U.S., Treasury securities offered historically low yields, helping to keep investment-grade 
corporate bond yields likewise at historic lows. In such an environment, yield-bearing securities such as 
MLPs and Energy Trusts could be an attractive alternative for investors seeking current income. The 
performance of MLPs and Energy Trusts during the second quarter versus the broader market and 
competing yield bearing instruments (utilities, real estate investment trusts and corporate bonds) may 
have been an indication of just such positive sentiment. 
 
 

The Cushing® Indices Performance – 2nd Quarter 2016 
In contrast to the mostly negative performance amongst the MLP subsectors in the first quarter of 2016, 
nearly every subsector generated a positive contribution to the Indices in the second quarter, as shown in 
the table on the following page. The subsectors that did produce negative returns – Other MLPs in MLPY 
and Upstream MLPs in CRTY – were hurt disproportionately by the presence of two names: Calumet 
Specialty Products Partners, L.P. (NASDAQ: CLMT) and Breitburn Energy Partners LP (NASDAQ: 
BBEP13) which, as discussed above, experienced a distribution discontinuation and a bankruptcy, 
respectively. 
 
The performance of constituents in the MLP General Partners subsector dominated amongst MLPs in 
MLPX, CMCI and MLPY, primarily due to the outsized contribution from Energy Transfer Equity, L.P. 
(NYSE: ETE; 106.25% total return14). ETE was amongst the most poorly performing names prior to the 
second quarter, burdened by the contentious proposed merger with The Williams Companies, Inc. 
(NYSE: WMB). As the news flow surrounding that merger near the beginning of the quarter pointed 
towards a modification or termination of the merger agreement, ETE outperformed not only others in the 
MLP General Partners subsector, but also the Indices broadly. 
 
Energy Trusts continued to benefit from the improvement in crude oil and natural gas prices. Best 
performers in this subsector were Hugoton Royalty Trust (NYSE: HGT; 72.26% total return14), San Juan 
Basin Royalty Trust (NYSE: SJT; 41.36% total return14) and BP Prudhoe Bay Royalty Trust (NYSE: BPT; 
31.65% total return14). Upstream MLPs failed to receive the same boost from energy prices, however, as 
concerns about the underlying business model and future growth opportunities likely continued to 
dominate the promise of near-term revenue growth. 
  
                                                 
12 Forsyth, Randall W. “Up and Down Wall Street: Markets Confound in the Year’s First Half.” Barron’s. July 4, 2016. 
13 Breitburn Energy Partners LP was delisted from the NASDAQ and began trading over-the-counter as BBEPQ on May 25, 2016. 
14 In the second quarter of 2016, including reinvestment of distributions. Past performance is not an indication of future results.  May not 
represent the actual total return experienced by the Indices. 
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Subsector Contributors to/(Detractors from) Index Total Return for the 2nd Quarter of 2016 

 MLPX CMCI MLPY CRTY 

Large Cap Diversified 6.92% 11.17% 7.33%  

Natural Gas Gatherers & Processors 4.86% 1.70% 7.54%  

Natural Gas Transportation & Storage 1.89% 0.86% 0.94%  

Crude Oil & Refined Products 8.67% 2.95% 5.74%  

Small Cap Midstream   0.68%  

Propane 0.51% 0.44% 1.35%  

Marine   0.47%  

Oilfield Services   0.14%  

Coal 1.05%  1.18%  

Upstream MLPs   0.11% (0.63)% 

Other MLPs   (2.16)%  

General Partners 8.18% 8.98% 7.96%  

Energy Trusts    12.42% 

Index Total Return 32.09% 26.10% 31.27% 11.81% 
Note: Individual subsector returns may not sum to Index total due to rounding. 

 
As before, we once again caution that returns in the Upstream MLP and Energy Trust subsectors should 
be viewed with the understanding that during the quarter most Upstream MLP and Energy Trust units 
were low-priced (i.e., under $5/unit) issues for which total monthly trading volume was less than $50 
million. This characteristic means both that: 1) small price movements tied to a small volume of trades 
could have had a large influence on period returns; and 2) institutional investors, who will not generally 
hold these issues, may have chosen to express their energy-related investment sentiments through more-
liquid issues. 
 
Subsector average weightings in the second quarter, shown in the table on the following page, were mostly 
consistent with the first quarter of 2016. Notable changes came in the Natural Gas Transportation & 
Storage and Propane subsectors in MLPY, where constituent changes and normal Index rebalancing led 
to a decrease in the weighting to the Propane subsector and an almost equal increase in the weighting of 
the Natural Gas Transportation & Storage subsector. This shift in weighting between the two subsectors 
was the result of unrelated circumstances. The decrease in Propane weighting came from the regular 
quarterly rebalancing on April 8, 2016, that reversed the upward drift in the subsector’s weight caused by 
the subsector’s outstanding first quarter 2016 performance. The increase in weight to Natural Gas 
Transportation & Storage was due to the addition of subsector member Tallgrass Energy Partners, LP 
(NYSE: TEP) to the Index, as described more fully in the next section. 
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Subsector Average Weights for the 2nd Quarter of 2016 
 MLPX CMCI MLPY CRTY 

Large Cap Diversified 22.95% 41.48% 21.44%  

Natural Gas Gatherers & Processors 14.30% 6.28% 17.45%  

Natural Gas Transportation & Storage 12.52% 7.56% 6.26%  

Crude Oil & Refined Products 27.30% 22.23% 18.20%  

Small Cap Midstream   3.25%  

Propane 5.67% 3.77% 10.75%  

Marine   1.56%  

Oilfield Services   0.64%  

Coal 1.03%  1.13%  

Upstream MLPs   1.24% 43.59% 

Other MLPs   1.41%  

General Partners 16.23% 18.69% 16.68%  

Energy Trusts    56.41% 
Note: Individual subsector weights may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Subsector weightings are subject to change and there is no assurance that 
weightings depicted correlate to current Index subsector weightings. 

 
 

Significant Corporate Actions Affecting the Cushing® Indices 
On May 11, 2016, Linn Energy, LLC (OTC: LINEQ) declared bankruptcy and was removed from CRTY 
on the same day. Mesa Royalty Trust (NYSE: MTR) replaced LINE in the Index.15 
 
On May 15, 2016, Breitburn Energy Partners LP (OTC: BBEPQ) declared bankruptcy and was removed 
from CRTY on the same day. Due to a lack of eligible replacement Energy Trust or Upstream MLPs, 
CRTY was rebalanced in its entirety, at which time another Energy Trust, VOC Energy Trust (NYSE: 
VOC) failed to meet the criteria for inclusion in the Index and was removed. As a result, the number of 
constituents in CRTY was reduced to 23 from 25.16 
 
On June 27, 2016, the stockholders of The Williams Companies, Inc. (NYSE: WMB) approved a merger 
with Energy Transfer Equity, L.P. (NYSE: ETE) and affiliated entities. Although the merger was not 
ultimately completed, in keeping with prior practice regarding the treatment of mergers and acquisitions 
amongst Index constituents, WMB was removed from CMCI following the shareholder vote and replaced 

                                                 
15 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce a Constituent Change to The Cushing® Upstream Energy Income Index.” Cushing 
Asset Management, L.P. May 11, 2016. 
16 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce a Special Rebalance of The Cushing® Upstream Energy Income Index.” Cushing 
Asset Management, L.P. May 16, 2016. 
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by Holly Energy Partners, L.P. (NYSE: HEP).17 Future inclusion of WMB into the Indices will be 
dependent on its characteristics at the time of rebalancing. 
 
There were several distribution cuts announced in the second quarter of 2016 that necessitated removal 
and replacement of constituents from one or more Indices. The table on the following page shows the 
affected constituents and Indices: 
 

Removed Constituent Replacement Constituent Replacement Date Index Note 
Calumet Specialty Products Partners, L.P. 
(NASDAQ: CLMT) 

Buckeye Partners, L.P. 
(NYSE BPL) 

April 29, 2016 MLPY 18 

Crestwood Equity Partners LP 
(NYSE: CEQP) 

Tesoro Logistics LP 
(NYSE TLLP) 

April 29, 2016 MLPY 18 

NGL Energy Partners LP 
(NYSE: NGL) 

ONEOK, Inc. 
(NYSE: OKE) 

April 29, 2016 MLPX 19 

NGL Energy Partners LP 
(NYSE: NGL) 

Tallgrass Energy Partners, LP 
(NYSE: TEP) 

April 29, 2016 MLPY 18 

Alliance Resource Partners, L.P. 
(NASDAQ: ARLP) 

NuStar Energy L.P 
(NYSE: NS) 

April 29, 2016 MLPX 20 

Alliance Resource Partners, L.P. 
(NASDAQ: ARLP) 

TC PipeLines, LP 
(NYSE: TCP) 

April 29, 2016 MLPY 21 

Alliance Holdings GP, L.P. 
(NASDAQ: AHGP) 

MPLX LP 
(NYSE: MPLX) 

April 29, 2016 MLPY 21 

Archrock Partners, L.P. 
(NASDAQ: APLP) 

SunCoke EnergyPartners, L.P. 
(NYSE: SXCP) 

May 10, 2016 MLPY 22 

 
 
We appreciate your support. Thank you for your continued confidence. Please call us with any questions 
or comments. 
 
Jerry V. Swank  Todd Sunderland Jon Abel 
Managing Partner Managing Director Senior Analyst 
  

                                                 
17 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce a Potential Constituent Change to the Cushing® MLP Market Cap Index.” Cushing 
Asset Management, L.P. June 20, 2016. 
18 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce Constituent Changes to the Cushing® MLP High Income Index.” Cushing Asset 
Management, L.P. April 22, 2016 
19 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce a Constituent Change to the Cushing® 30 MLP Index.” Cushing Asset 
Management, L.P. April 22, 2016 
20 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce a Constituent Change to the Cushing® 30 MLP Index.” Cushing Asset 
Management, L.P. April 26, 2016. 
21 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce Constituent Changes to the Cushing® MLP High Income Index.” Cushing Asset 
Management, LP. April 26, 2016 
22 “Swank Capital and Cushing® Asset Management Announce a Constituent Change to the Cushing® MLP High Income Index.” Cushing Asset 
Management, LP. May 3, 2016. 
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Important Disclosures 
 
This summary does not constitute an offering of any security, product or service and is intended exclusively for the 
use of the person to whom it has been delivered and this summary is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any 
other person without the prior consent of Swank Capital, LLC and Cushing® Asset Management, LP (“Cushing”). 
 
Indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested in directly. Index performance does not reflect the deduction of any 
fees or expenses. Performance shown represents past performance and should not be viewed as a guarantee of future 
results. This summary should not be construed to provide advice of any kind, including, but not limited to, tax and 
legal. You should not make a decision to make an investment based solely on the statements set forth in this 
summary and are advised to make an investment only after carefully evaluating the risks associated with investment. 
This summary does not contain, and does not purport to contain, the level of detail necessary to give sufficient basis 
for an investment decision. The addition, removal or inclusion of a security in any Cushing index should not be 
considered a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that security, nor investment advice. 
 
The Cushing® 30 MLP Index (MLPX) tracks the performance of 30 publicly traded MLP securities that hold 
midstream energy infrastructure assets in North America.  The Cushing® MLP Market Cap Index (CMCI) tracks the 
performance of 30 MLPs weighted on a float-adjusted market capitalization basis, with each constituent capped at 
7.5% at rebalance.   The Cushing® MLP High Income Index (MLPY) tracks the performance of 30 MLPs with a 
focus on high distribution rates and the constituents are selected using a three-tiered weighting system.  The 
Cushing® Upstream Energy Income Index (CRTY) tracks the performance of 25 U.S. royalty trusts and upstream 
MLPs on a float-adjusted market capitalization basis with each constituent capped at 7.5% at rebalance. 
 
The S&P 500 Index (“S&P 500”) is an index of 500 stocks used industry wide as a macro level indicator of the overall 
U.S. equity market. The PHLX Utility Sector Index (“PHLX Utility”) is a utility sector index which includes 
communication services, electrical power providers and natural gas distributors. The Dow Jones Equity All REIT 
Index (“DJ REIT”) includes all companies in the Dow Jones U.S. stock universe that have elected to be taxed as 
REITs. The Barclays Capital U.S. Treasury Bellwether (“BarCap Bellwether”) Index is an unmanaged index of U.S. 
Treasury bonds with 10 years maturity. The S&P 500, PHLX Utility, DJ REIT, and BarCap Bellwether indices are 
included for comparative purposes only. 
 
The Cushing® 30 MLP Index, the Cushing® MLP Market Cap Index, the Cushing® MLP High Income Index, and 
the Cushing® Upstream Energy Income Index (collectively, the “Indices”) are the exclusive property of Cushing 
Asset Management, LP, which has contracted with S&P Opco, LLC (a subsidiary of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC) 
(“S&P Dow Jones Indices”) to calculate and maintain the Indices. S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & 
Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“SPFS”); Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings 
LLC (“Dow Jones”); and, these trademarks have been licensed to S&P Dow Jones Indices. “Calculated by S&P Dow 
Jones Indices” and its related stylized mark(s) have been licensed for use by Cushing Asset Management, LP. Neither 
S&P Dow Jones Indices, SPFS, Dow Jones nor any of their affiliates sponsor and promote the Indices and none shall 
be liable for any errors or omissions in calculating the Indices. 
 
The views contained in this letter are those of Cushing and are based upon information obtained by Cushing from 
sources that are believed to be reliable.  Cushing makes no endorsement or guarantee, and assumes no liability 
whatsoever for, the accuracy or reliability of any third party data contained herein.  The information contained 
herein is given solely as of the date hereof and Cushing shall have no responsibility or duty to provide updated 
information to the recipient. 


